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CORRIGENDA.

I notice in Volume I. (p. 124) an error of transcription, which makes Lord Mayo speak of Mr. Ashworth as coming to him on the part of the Coffee Supply Association. The distinguished Vice-President of the Cotton Supply Association was, I presume, referred to.

Volume II., page 110, line 17, for instructions read despatch.
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Secretary for Ireland, Chief, Lord Mayo three times appointed, i. 69, 70, 77, 82; his official and Parliamentary work as, i. 76-94.
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Sher Ali, Lord Mayo’s policy towards, and reception of, i. 247-262.

Sistán frontier of Persia, Lord Mayo’s settlement of, i. 288-290.

Soldiers in India, Lord Mayo’s interest in the British, ii. 141, 142.
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Stephen, Mr. Fitzjames, legal member of Council in Lord Mayo’s time, has contributed the chapter on Legislation under Lord Mayo, ii. 144-255.

St. Patrick, Lord Mayo appointed a Knight of, i. 127.
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Trevilyan, Sir Charles, his opposition to the Income Tax, ii. 80, 81.

Trinity College, Dublin, Lord Mayo takes his degree at, i. 34.

Turf in India, The, Lord Mayo’s interest in, ii. 237-239.

Wilson, Mr. J., his imposition of the Income Tax in India, ii. 76-78.

Wyllie, Mr. J. W., his essays on questions of Indian Foreign Policy, i. 216, 217, 254, 256 (footnote), 297.

Yakub Khan in Afgánistán, i. 262, 263.

Yakub Kushbegi of Yarkand; Lord Mayo’s policy towards, ii. 296-305.

**ERRATUM.**

Vol. II. p. 129, line 2, for one read four.
The Annals of Rural Bengal.
The Ethnical Frontier.

Fifth Edition.

One of the most important as well as most interesting works which the records of Indian literature can show... Yellow-stained volumes from each District Treasury in Bengal, family archives from the stores of Rajas, local information collected by Pandits specially employed for the purpose, folk-lore supplied by the laborious inquisition of native gentlemen, manuscripts in London, Calcutta, and Bengal,—have all been laid under contribution; and, as the initial result, we have the first volume of what promises to be a delightful and valuable history.—Westminster Review.

If Mr. Hunter does not ultimately compel recognition from the world as a historian of the very first class,—of the class to which not a score of Englishmen have ever belonged—we entirely mistake our trade... He has executed, with admirable industry and rare power of expression, a task which, so far as we know, has never yet been attempted: he has given life and reality and interest to the internal history of an Indian Province under British rule,—to a history that is without battles, or sieges, or martial deeds of any sort.—Spectator.

It is hard to over-estimate the importance of a work whose author succeeds in fascinating us with a subject so generally regarded as unattractive, and who, on questions of grave importance to the future destiny of India, gives the results of wide research and exceptional opportunities of personal study, in a bright, lucid, forcible narrative, rising on occasion to eloquence.—Times.

Mr. Hunter, in a word, has applied the philosophic method of writing history to a new field... The grace, and ease, and steady flow of the writing almost make us forget, when reading, the surpassing severity and value of the author's labours.—Fortnightly Review.

Mr. Hunter has written a book which gives promise of a historian scarcely inferior in scholarship, intellectual power, and literary skill to Mr. Froude or Mr. Freeman.—British Quarterly Review.

A work of the greatest talent, and one which will make an epoch in Indian literature. The facts are set forth with the scrupulous exactness of an honest and impartial judge, the scientific details are clothed in a dress at once clear and picturesque.—Revue Bibliographique Universelle.

Orissa;
The Vicissitudes of an Indian Province under Native and British Rule.

Two Vols. 32s.

A model of what official research and scholarly zeal ought to do... A book of striking grasp, interest, and completeness.—Fortnightly Review.

The mature and laborious work of a man who has devoted the whole power of his mind, first to the practical duties of his profession as an Indian Civilian, and next to the study of all that relates to or can illustrate it. As long as Indian civilians write books like this, as long as they interest themselves so passionately in their work, and feel so keenly its connection with nearly every subject which can occupy serious thought; the English Rule will not only last, but will prosper, and make its subjects prosper too.—Pall Mall Gazette.

A great subject worthily handled. He writes with great knowledge, great sympathy with the Indian people, a keen and quick appreciation of all that is striking in their history and character, and with a flowing and picturesque style which carries the reader lightly over ground which, in less skilful hands, might seem tedious beyond endurance.—Saturday Review.

It is difficult to know whether the book is most praiseworthy for its literary style, its wide grasp of facts, or its humane zeal.—Westminster Review.
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